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A photo story



The sea always calls us. For someone this is important, for
the other not so much. To those who are ready to come to this 
call, this funny photo story is devoted.
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Who among us have never 
heard  the call of the sea and 

dreamed to prowl the oceans?!



Naturally, there exist some other 
pretty good calls. For instance, 

a call to treasure hunt...



...catching  
birds,



...raising pets



...creating high-fashion,



...or, sometimes it's difficult to 
understand what kind of call is.



However the call  
of the sea  

is much louder.



Good news, there are a lot of 
ways to satisfy this call.



The easiest way is canoe.



Of course,  
you can enlarge  

the vessel,



...but in this case, you should be prepared  
for the appearance of new passengers 

who will try to cling to new empty seats.



However, if you do not mind the 
company, you can take a larger 

vessel,



Or even much larger. But in this 
case, you’ll need to consider hiring 
a crew. And here are some friendly 

recommendations.



Firstly, make all candidates complete an 
IQ-test. But if you don’t have such  

sophisticated and expensive equipment...



...at least don’t pick hyperactive persons...



...too passive, 



…and strange.



Better trust the good old sea lovers 
- surfers, for example,



...or divers. Safety and 
security radiate from them.



Then, you’ll need to read a 
little about the shallows,



...about high and low tides.



After that 
you will need 
to learn how 
to fight  
with pirates,



...and kick 
the annoying 
whales away 

from the 
boat..



The last step is the easiest.  
You need to study navigation in detail...



...and choose the cheapest place 
in marina so that some money is 

left for fuel.



After that you need to kiss your wife 
according to old traditions...



...and start a voyage!



One last thing. Maybe it still makes sense 
to take another good look at the canoe, 

before starting this whole process?



Because the sea gives equal love 
to all who comes to its call,  
regardless their boat size.
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